LUXX GARDENS
colour wheel

In her light-filled studio, Frances
Palmer shapes, fires and fills her
sought-after ceramics

Potted histories

I

STILL REMEMBER THE first time that I saw
the American potter Frances Palmer’s work on
Instagram – a huge ceramic bowl filled with the
most delicious dahlias. It wasn’t just sculptural,
whimsical, elegant and beautifully handmade, it
was also filled with the most gorgeous flowers.
Palmer, I discovered, is not only a highly regarded
ceramicist, but also an avid gardener who grows
all the flowers that she uses. The photographs that
she takes of her work meld the two endeavours in
an alluring tapestry of colour, and are almost as
beautiful as the flowers and vases themselves.
A day or two after I’d first seen her works
I told my husband, Ben, that all I wanted for
Christmas was a Frances Palmer pot. Little did
I know that that throwaway line would lead to
an amazing friendship. Without letting on, Ben

contacted Frances, and when he told her that we
were visiting New York that autumn she invited
us over for lunch and to visit her studio in
Connecticut. Ben told me when we were on the
flight to New York and I almost jumped out
of my skin with excitement.
It was a crisp, sunny, autumnal day when we
hopped on the train from Grand Central and were
picked up by Wally, Frances’s husband, and driven
through the little lanes to their home and studio.
We had arrived just before the potter’s famous
annual open-studio event, when customers from
across America arrive in hordes to purchase pots.
Every surface of the lofty wood-beamed
studio was bursting with them – vases of all
shapes, colours and sizes with flowers, fruit and
vegetables tumbling from them on to large trestle
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tables. My jaw dropped at the sight of all this
beauty in one room, my eyes darting between
all the delights.
The Palmers have lived in their 1850s
Connecticut colonial-style house with its painted
timber exterior and neat sash windows for 23
years. Next to it sits Frances’s beautiful studio, a
house frame from the 1790s that was moved from
a nearby town and had a new exterior attached.
This is her creative space, with her wheels and
electric kilns on the ground floor, her finished
work upstairs and a gas kiln in a separate shed.
Surprisingly Frances hasn’t always made pots. She
studied art history and did an MA at Columbia.
It was only when she was 30, having just moved
from New York to Connecticut with Wally and
their first baby daughter, that she took up Wally’s
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The artist Frances Palmer fills her whimsical ceramic
bowls with the most beautiful blooms, harvested from her
Connecticut garden. By Charlie McCormick
suggestion of trying something that she had not
had time to do before. “I was reading about the
ceramics of the famous 1913 Bloomsbury Group’s
Omega workshops, and I loved to cook and
entertain,” she says. “Pottery seemed the obvious
thing to enable me to make plates for the table and
vases for flowers.” Since taking a few throwing
courses at a nearby art guild, then teaching
herself, she has worked ever since.
When the potter is not busy at her wheel she
is in her magical garden, in which she grows all of
the flowers, fruit, vegetables and shrubs that she
arranges in her pots. Walking around her two
cuttings gardens we discovered that we share a
great passion – for dahlias, which we both collect.
When she began growing the flowers 20 years ago
dahlias were considered to be quite unfashionable.

“I had to research small growers, mostly out west
or in Canada, to find tubers,” she says. “Now I’m
obsessed with them and find the endless variety
of shape and colour extraordinary.”
She built her first cutting garden 20 years
ago. However, it was her second one that I was
most excited to see – an old tennis court that she
covered with 26 raised beds that are bursting with
blooms. All are organically grown, any bugs that
she finds she picks off or sprays with soapy water.
Alongside the flowerbeds the potter also
grows organic heirloom tomatoes, herbs, potatoes,
leeks, fennel and beans, but her focus is always
the flowers. “There are so many great farms near
by for vegetables,” Frances explains. She plans for
blooms throughout the growing season: tulips,
narcissi, fritillaries and hyacinth bulbs in the early
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spring; bearded irises, peonies, roses and lilac
for late spring; and dahlias, cosmos, zinnias and
sunflowers for summer and autumn.
At a certain point nature becomes her
collaborator. “I’m happy to surrender control and
enjoy flowers as well as weeds and a bit of chaos,”
she tells me. “In ceramics one makes the forms
and glazes, and then in the kiln these transform.
This aspect of unpredictability in gardening and
pottery is very appealing to me. I love the flowers
and the pots that these surprises produce and
it is an ongoing, never-ending exploration.”
A pop-up exhibition of Frances Palmer’s pottery
and Charlie McCormick’s flowers opens on Monday
at Pentreath & Hall, 17 Rugby Street, London
WC1, Monday to Saturday, until September 24.
pentreath-hall.com; francespalmerpottery.com

